
Our Solar System

Venus is the closest planet to Earth and it is the hottest
planet in our Solar System. During the day, temperatures
can reach 480 degrees Celsius. Venus’ atmosphere is 
so thick you can’t see through it, and so dense it would
squash you flat. It also contains noxious sulphuric acid
gas, strong enough to dissolve your spaceship even
before you land!

Did you know? Despite Venus’ nasty nature, it is named
after the Roman Goddess of beauty.

Venus

Earth is the only planet in our Solar System where we
know life exists. As far as we know, Earth is the only
planet with liquid water, this is a vital ingredient for life
as we know it.

Did you know? Earth is also called the ‘Goldilocks’
planet. Can you think why? Here’s a clue. Can you
remember the story of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’?
The clue is in the porridge! Still stuck?

A: Earth is called the Goldilocks Planet because it is not
too hot, nor too cold, it is just right for life.

Earth

Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and is often called
the ‘Red Planet’ because of its bright, red colour. Lots of
people think that one day we could live on Mars but it 
is quite different to Earth. Mars is much colder and in
winter temperatures can drop below minus 80 degrees
Celsius and in the summer, super-tornadoes over 8km

high sweep across the landscape. Scientists think in the
past Mars might have had water but they can’t find any
water there now.

Mars

Jupiter is a massive planet, the largest in our Solar System.
It is so big you could fit all the other planets into it and still
have room to spare! Jupiter is made mainly of gas but has
a tiny solid core. It also has a ‘big red spot’, which is a
giant hurricane, over twice the size of Earth that has been
raging for at least 300 years.

Did you know? Jupiter has rings but you need an infrared
camera to see them.

Jupiter

Pluto is a “dwarf planet”. It is really small, smaller than our own moon.
A lot of scientists don’t think it is a planet at all, just a giant asteroid or
comet. Scientists know very little about Pluto because no robot probes
have ever reached that far out into our Solar System. However, we do
know it is very, very cold, up to minus 230 degrees Celsius. 

Did you know? Pluto has a moon called Charon, but instead of 
orbiting around Pluto like a regular moon, Pluto and Charon orbit
around each other!

Pluto

Neptune is another big gassy planet and 
is a bright greeny-blue colour but we don’t
know all the gases in its atmosphere that
make it this amazing colour. 

Did you know? Neptune is the windiest
planet in the solar system.

Neptune

Uranus is another large gassy planet and like Jupiter,
Saturn and Neptune it is called a gas giant. It is a
bright blue colour because of a gas called methane in
its atmosphere. Uranus is the only planet in our Solar
System that spins from North to South; all the other
planets spin from East to West. Nobody really knows why
this has happened but a number of scientists think that at
some point, Uranus was hit by a very large meteorite, got
knocked sideways and spins the wrong way to this day!

Uranus
Saturn is the second largest planet in our Solar System, but
that isn’t why it is famous. It has the most amazing ring system
of any planet we know. These rings are made up of millions
and millions of bits of rock and ice, some the size of specks
of dust, others as big as cars!

Did you know? Saturn is made of gas, just like Jupiter, but it
is so light it could float on water. That’s if you could find a bath
tub big enough to float it in!

Saturn

Asteroids are just odd shaped bits of rock!
Some asteroids can be very small (only 1km
across) and others are the size of Britain! Some
look like potatoes, others look like peanuts and
one, called ‘Kleopatra’ looks like a dog bone!
Nearly all the asteroids in our Solar System sit
in the Asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter
and they all orbit the Sun just like the planets
do. Every so often though, one breaks out 
of its orbit and hurtles through space until it
collides with another asteroid or even a planet!

Asteroids

Comets are just big chunks of dirty ice that come from the
outer reaches of our Solar System. Comets have amazing
tails that can be hundreds of millions of kilometres long!
Solar winds travelling through space hit the comet and
cause bits of it to vaporise and form a ‘tail’. 

Did you know? Some scientists think that comets could
have brought life to Earth! Not only do they contain loads 
of water (as ice) but some comets also contain amino
acids, the building blocks of DNA! 

Comets
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Mercury is the nearest planet to the Sun but it is not the
hottest! During the day, as the Sun shines on it, it roasts and
temperatures often reach 350 degrees Celsius but at night,
all the heat from the day escapes back out into space and it
freezes. In fact, temperatures can drop to minus 170 degrees!
So why does the heat escape? Mercury has a very thin
atmospheric layer. An atmosphere acts like a big blanket
trapping in the heat. Without an atmosphere all the heat can
escape! 

Mercury

It would be very exciting to be an astronaut, travelling through space and
exploring distant planets. But did you know space does very strange
things to your body? It can make your face swell up! This happens
because most of your body is made up of liquid and on Earth this liquid is
dragged downwards by gravity. But out in space, there is no gravity, so the
liquid is able to swill about your head making your face all puffy!

The Sun is a star around which all of the planets in our
Solar System orbit. It is a hot ball of gas that has been
burning for 5 billion years. In its centre, temperatures can
reach an astronomical 15 million degrees! Life on Earth is
totally dependant on the Sun but it is so powerful that even
from Earth, its light and heat can seriously harm us.

Did you know? The Sun is so big you could fit Earth into it
over a million times! 

The Sun

So you want to be an
Astronaut?

Do you still want to be an astronaut?
You might even have to wear a nappy…
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